achieved äs well by a shorter program, although differences in targ group characteristics and treatments suggest caution in generalizin this particular finding. The effects of the programs on Job attitu and orientation, if reliably measured, are also marginal. The lack a relationship between these measures and employment gains raises interesting issues about the goals of these programs (many of which were supposed to have focused on changing youths1 attitudes and motivations) about attitude measurement, and about the relation of attitudes to employment.
The results of these studies raise many other interesting quest that, unfortunately, we cannot answer because of deficiencies in th research. Programs were operated in many sites, with variations in program approach and target group characteristics, but when the dat were analyzed and the results presented, those differences were not examined, often because of insufficient sample sizes. Across and within sites, different groups of participants received similar Services, perhaps with varying effects, but again most evaluations not include separate analyses:  for instance, for in-school compare with out-of-school youths; for dropouts compared with high school graduates; for males compared with females; or by race and ethnic subgroups. When a program has an effective outcome, we know little about why it works or for whom. Similarly, when there is no effect no difference in effect, äs in the AYES project, we cannot identify reasons for the particular finding. Yet such Information would hei identify possible effective approaches to youth employment problems
Many of the labor market preparation studies produced by the YE knowledge development effort are not discussed in this report becau we found their methodological deficiencies too serious to allow rel interpretations of their results. The most common shortcomings in these evaluations were the inadequacy of the control or comparison groups and sample attrition. In most cases, the "control11 group wa sufficiently different from the participant group in important char acteristics that there was reason to suspect differences in unmeasu characteristics äs well, which makes the attribution of changes in outcomes äs due to the program questionable.  In many other cases, although a requirement for random selection was stated äs a planned feature of the research design, the randomization of participants a controls was abandoned. In still other cases, the comparison group consisted of participants in another program, resulting in probable underestimates of program effects relative to those based on a trul untreated control group. Appropriate techniques for following up program participants and comparison group members were rarely used. Not only was attrition in the 3- to 8-month period following progra completion often in excess of one-third, but differential patterns attrition raised serious questions about the validity of purported results.

